Potassium Gold Cyanide
68.2 % and 68.3 %

Conflict free gold
Your advantages:
+ Fast soluble in water
+ Conventional true value of gold content
+ Little impurities
+ Does not raise dust
+ Thermally stable up to about 200 °C
+ Not sensible to light
+ Does not decompose in air
+ Free flowing

In July of 2010, the United States Congress passed legislation
requiring those corporations that are required to report to the
SEC (United States Securities and Exchange Commision) to
annually report the use of „Conflict Materials“ in the manufacture of their products. We have a responsibility to respect
human rights and not contribute to conflict. Whilst we are not
an SEC reporting company, we see it as our responsibility to act
upon this legislation with the aim to enable designation of all
Umicore´s gold as „Conflict Free“. At this time, Umicore is not
aware of the use of any Conflict Materials in its supply chain
and sources no gold from DRC. Umicore is already engaged in a
group-wide initiative to ensure sustainable sourcing of all raw
materials in its supply chain.
We will not tolerate any direct or indirect support to non-state
armed groups through the extraction, transport, trade, handling
or export of minerals.
For neutral gold electrolytes
For acidic gold electrolytes

Coulorless to white,
crystalline salt

Applications
Connectors
Costume jewellery
PCBs
Semiconductors
Bathroom fittings
Writing utensils

The contents of impurities are below the following values:
Ag
0.002 %
= 20 ppm
Cu
0.0001 %
= 1 ppm
Cr
0.0002 %
= 2 ppm
Fe
0.0001 %
= 1 ppm
Na
0.04 %
= 400 ppm
Ni
0.0002 %
= 2 ppm
Pb
0.0003 %
= 3 ppm

Technical specifications of Potassium Gold Cyanide
Characteristics
Bulk density
Solubility in water

approx. 1500 g/l
20 °C: 140 g/l
80 °C: 1000 g/l
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in writing – we make no warranty with respect thereto, including but not limited to any results to be obtained.
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